Class Dismissed: A Must-See Movie
Review by Tina Hollenbeck (www.hsroadmap.org)
Several months ago, I heard about the production of a new movie about
homeschooling. I bought a copy when it was first released, but didn't watch it
then. I finally made time a few weeks ago, though, and I can report that my
immediate reaction was a strong and unequivocal, "Wow!"
Class Dismissed advertises itself as a movie that "challenges its viewers to take
a fresh look at what it means to be educated and offers up a radical new way of
thinking about the process." And, even though those who have already
embraced homeschooling realize it's actually not "a new way of thinking" - after
all, parent-led, home-based education is as old as time, while institutionalized,
assembly-line style schooling is the real social experiment - the movie certainly
challenges the average viewer who considers homeschooling to be "unusual,"
and it very accurately introduces the wide range of options available beyond the
current cultural norm. In fact, the movie is, at root, an unapologetic endorsement of the unmistakeable benefits of
private, independent homeschooling.
By shadowing one family making the transition from public/government school to homeschooling for an entire
year, the film pulls viewers in immediately, giving a very real "face" to this notion of home education. Along the
way, it also demonstrates what research has proven - i.e., that choosing to get off the institutional school treadmill
is possible at any phase of a child's life and within a wide variety of family situations.
Another plus is that the movie focuses on the positive - homeschooling as a viable option for everyone - rather
than dwelling on the negative. Of course, parents do need information about the very real problems inherent in
institutionalized schooling, and thankfully, several such resources - Indoctrination, books by John Taylor
Gatto, Common Core: From Farce to Failure. The Children of Caesar, just to name a few - are readily available.
But there was a great need for an alternative to all the appropriate alarm-ringing resources - one that would
demonstrate to parents from all walks of life that homeschooling is here, that it's good, and that it's available to all
- and Class Dismissed is that resource.
If you're a veteran homeschooler, I urge you to purchase at least one copy of the film in order to support the the
wonderful work the movie's producers have done; after all, money talks, and if we want such positive endeavors to
continue, we need to clearly demonstrate our support. I also suggest that you consider buying multiple copies if
your budget allows so you might readily bless families you meet who would like to consider homeschooling and/or
so you can offer copies to your local public library and church library. Alternately, you can watch it by renting a
copy, and then share the rental information with interested friends and family.
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If you're new to homeschooling - or are investigating the possibility - you should consider Class Dismissed to be
your primer - i.e., the first and primary introduction to homeschooling that you need. The amount of information
available about all aspects homeschooling is vast - in fact, the overabundance of resources can even feel
paralyzing - but if you start with Class Dismissed, you'll feel encouraged and excited to begin exploring those
options as you take the leap into private, independent home education.
*****
FULL DISCLOSURE: This is not an affiliate post. I have enthusiastically partnered with Class Dismissed through
my website, The Homeschool Resource Roadmap - and I'm excited that the producers are promoting The
Roadmap on their sister-site - but we don't have an affiliate relationship, and I don't earn any money or other
"perks" by promoting the film. I endorse it simply because it's excellent and because I firmly believe that all current
and prospective homeschoolers need it.
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